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Abstract 
Let 6. y, and x be respectively the minimum degree, the domination number and the inde- 
pendence number of a graph G. The graph G is 3-y-critical if y= 3 and the addition of any 
edge decreases y by 1. It was conjectured that any connected 3-;l-critical graph with 6 >2 is 
hamiltonian. In Fararon et al. (J. Graph Theory, 25 (1997) 173-184.) it was proved a,<6 + 2; 
and moreover, if x < 6 + 1, then G is hamiltonian. Here we show that if x = 6 + 2 then G 
is hamiltonian, and thus prove the conjecture. We also give a class of 3-y-critical graphs with 
r = 6 + 2. 0 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keylvords: Domination-critical graphs; Hamiltonicity; Longest cycle 
1. Introduction and preliminary 
The graphs G = (V(G),E(G)) we consider here are finite of order n = / V(G)l, undi- 
rected, connected and simple. The nei,qhborhood, the closed neighborhood and the 
degree of a vertex x are denoted respectively by N(x) = {y E V(G) / xy E E(G)}, 
N[x] = N(x) U {x} and d(x) = IN(x Th e minimum degree of G is 6(G) = rnin,,b,(G) 
{d(x)}. The set of the edges between two disjoint vertex sets A and B is denoted by 
E(A,B). A hamiltonian path of G is a path passing exactly once through every vertex 
of G. A hamiltonian cycle is a closed hamiltonian path. The circumference c(G) is 
the length of a longest cycle of G. The graph G is hamiltonian if its circumference is 
equal to n. The graph G is l-tough if w(G - S) < /SJ for every nonempty S & V(G) 
with o(G - S) > 1, where w(G - S) denotes the number of components of G - S. If A 
and B are two vertex sets of G, we say that A dominates B if every vertex of B\A has 
at least one neighbor in A (when A or B is reduced to one vertex a or 6, we simply 
note a dominates B or A dominates 6). The set A is a dominating set of the graph 
G if it dominates V(G). The dominution number y(G) is the minimum cardinality of 
a dominating set of G. An independent set is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices, 
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and the independence number a(G) is the maximum cardinality of an independent set. 
When no ambiguity can occur, we often simply write 6, CI, instead of 6(G), a(G). 
There are different ways to study the criticality of a graph with respect to a given 
parameter. Here we consider the behavior of y(G) under edge addition. It is clear that 
for any edge e 6 E(G), y(G) - 1 < y( G + e) <y(G). In [6], Sumner and Blitch gave the 
following definition: 
Definition 1. A graph G is edge-domination-critical, y-critical in a shortened form, if 
Y(G + e) = y(G) - 1 for every e 6 E(G), and k-y-critical if moreover y(G) = k. 
For 3-y-critical graphs, the authors of [6] noticed that for any edge ab $ E(G) there 
exists a vertex c E V(G)\{a, b} such that either {a,~} dominates V(G)\(b) but not b 
or {b,c} dominates V(G)\(a) b t u no a. We adopt their notation and write [a, c] + b t 
in the first case and [b, c] + a in the second one. 
In [6], it was conjectured that every connected 3-y-critical graph of order more than 
6 has a hamiltonian path. This was proved by Wojcicka [7] who in turn proposed the 
following 
Conjecture (Wojcicka [7]). Every connected 3-y-critical graph with no endpoints has 
a hamiltonian cycle. 
As noticed in [7], every connected 3-y-critical graph with 6 3 2 is 2-connected. Sev- 
eral attempts have been made to prove this conjecture, in particular the definition by 
Hanson of a special closure adapted to this concept [4]. Xue and Chen [8] showed 
that if G is a connected 3-y-critical graph with 6(G) = 1, then G - A has a hamil- 
tonian cycle, where A = {v 1 d(v) = 1). In [2] and [3], the following four results are 
proved: 
Theorem A (Flandrin et al. [2]). Let G be a 3-y-critical graph with 6 22, then G is 
1 -tough. 
Theorem B (Flandrin et al. [3]). Let G be a 3-y-critical graph of order n. Zf 632, 
then c(G)3n - 1. 
Theorem C (Favaron et al. [2]). The independence number a of a 3-y-critical graph 
G of minimum degree 6 3 2 satisfies CI < 6 + 2. Moreover, if w. = 6 + 2, every maximum 
independent set contains all the vertices of degree 6. 
Theorem D (Favaron et al. [2]). Every 3-y-critical graph with 622 and a<6 + 1 is 
hamiltonian. 
In this paper, we will prove the following: 
Main Theorem. Every 3-y-critical graph with 6 > 2 and CI = 6 + 2 is hamiltonian. 
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Thus Theorem C, D and Main Theorem prove Wojcicka’s conjecture. 
In the proof of Main Theorem, we use the following lemma very often. It was first 
proved in [6]. 
Lemma 1.1 [6]. Let G be a connected 3-y-critical graph and W an independent set oj 
(k > 2) vertices of G. Then there exist an ordering ~1, ~2,. , wk of the vertices of W 
and a set Y = {yl, ~2,. . . , yk__l} of k - 1 distinct vertices such that [wt, yl] --+ w,+I. 
l<tdk - 1. Moreover, ifk>4 then Yc V\ W. 
The next two lemmas, both from [2], are useful consequences of Lemma 1.1. 
Lemma 1.2 [2]. Let W be an independent set of k 2 3 vertices of a 3-y-critical graph 
G such that W U {x} is independent for some x 6 W. Then the sequence Y dejned 
in Lemma 1.1 is contained in N(x). 
Lemma 1.3 [2]. Let W be an independent set of k 3 3 vertices of a 3-y-critical graph 
G. W U {x} is an independent set for some x @ W, and Y a sequence of N(x) as 
defined in Lemma 1.1. If d(x) = k - 1 or tf every vertex of N(x) \ Y is adjacent to 
every vertex of W, then ytwt E E(G) for 2 < I <k - 1. 
For c( = 6 + 2, it was proved in [2] that: 
Theorem 1.4 (Favaron et al. [2]). Let G be a 3-y-critical graph with 622 and c(= 
6 + 2, and x a vertex of degree 6 of G. Then G[N(x)] is a clique. 
We prove the following theorem first: 
Theorem 1.5. Let G be a 3-y-critical graph with 622 and CI = 6 + 2. Then G has 
only one vertex with degree 6. 
Proof. Since c( = 6 + 2, we may suppose A to be a maximum independent set of 
6 + 2 vertices. By Theorem C, A contains all vertices with degree 6. By Lemma 
1.1 there exists an ordering al,a2,. . . ,a()+2 and a set Y = {yt, ~2,. . . ,y6+1} such that 
[Ui,yi] +&+I for 1 <i<S + 1. 
If d(ai)=6 for some i, l<i<6+ 1. Since [ai,yi]+ai+l, we have V\(N(a,)U 
{ai,ai+l,yi} CN(Yi). S' mce 6 22 and thus SI = 6 + 2 3 4, we may choose two vertices 
ak, a/ from A\{ai,a;+l}. Since akat $ E, we may suppose without loss of generality 
that there exists a vertex u $! A such that [ak, U] -+ at. Obviously ai,aj+l E N(u) and 
u E N(ai) to dominate ai. By Theorem 1.4 N(ai) is a clique and thus N(ai)\{u} C N(u). 
Hence { yi, U} dominates V which contradicts that 7 = 3. 
So only the vertex db+2 has degree 6. The proof is completed. 0 
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As examples, we will give a class of 3-critical graphs with CI = 6 + 2 for a given 
632. For two disjoint vertex sets U and V, we denote by [U, V] the edge set 
{uv]u~ U,VE V}. When U={u}, we simply write [u, V] instead of [{u}, V]. Let 
A={u,,u2,...4s+1), A’ =A\aa+l, 
B={bl,b2,...,b6+1)> B’ = B\bs+ 1, 
I= {i1,i2,...,&3+1), I’ = I\ia+,. 
We construct the graph T=(V(T),E(T)) as follows. Let V(T)=AUBUIU{a,c}, 
E(T) = @, Ei where 
E, = [a& i.e. N(a) = A’, 
E2 = CA,4 i.e. T[A] is a clique, 
E3 = [B’, @I, i.e. T[B’] is a clique, 
Ez, = [c> V\{a> ba+i, ~11, 
Es = [h+l,I’ u {as+ll, 
E6 = W’,B’l\({qbj+dj= l,Z...,h - I}‘-{ash}), 
E7 = [Z, B’]\{ijbj 1 j = 2,3,. . ,6}, 
Es = [A,Z]\{ajii+l lj=1,2 ,..., 6). 
In this kind of graph, a is the only vertex of degree 6 with A’ as its neighborhood; 
1 u {a} is a maximum independent set; [ii, aj] +ij+l for l<j<S; and [is+l,aa+l]~u. 
2. The proof of Main Theorem 
Assume G is not hamiltonian, then by Theorem B, There is cycle of length n - 1 
in G. Among all such cycles, choose a cycle C such that the single vertex x0 not on 
C has degree as large as possible. 
We choose an arbitrary orientation on C and use classical notations. The successor 
(predecessor resp.) of a vertex v of C is denoted by v+(v- resp.). If u and v are 
distinct vertices of C, ?[u,v], or uzv when this writing is more convenient, is the 
portion of C containing all the vertices between u and v, u and v included, following 
the orientation. ?[u, v] can be viewed as a path or as a set of vertices. E[u, v] = UEV 
is defined in a similar way. When u = v, then uzv = u??v = {u}. 
It is easy to see that the set {v+ Iv E N(xo)} U (x0) is independent and thus, since 
a=6+2,wehaved(xo)<6+1. 
By Theorem D and its proof (see Theorem 3.1 in [3]), it easily follows that 
d(q) = 6. (1) 
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Let 
x = {x1,x2,. ..,xa} = N(xo), 
A = {Q,az,...,as) where Uj = x,?, 
B = {b,,b2 ,..., b6} where bi = xi+, , 
Ci = ?!‘[a,, b,]. 
Hence by Theorem 1.4, 
GWI = G[N(xo)l is a clique. (2) 
The subscripts are taken modulo 6 throughout the proof. Since C is a longest cycle, 
AfIX= and Bnx=B. 
If ai = bi for some i, 1 61’66, then by the choice of C, d(a,) = 6, which contradicts 
Theorem 1 S. Hence we have A n B = 0. 
Definition 2. A vertex v of C; is called an A-vertex if V+ai E E(G) and a B-vertex if 
v-bi E E(G). 
Hence every vertex aj is an A-vertex and every vertex bi is a B-vertex. From the 
definition of X and Ci, vxxg @ E(G) for every A-vertex or B-vertex v. 
In the Lemmas 2.1-2.5 we do not use the property of G to be 3-y-critical and 
we suppose 6 22. The lemmas are consequences of the hypothesis that G is not 
hamiltonian. 
Lemma 2.1 (Favaron et al. [2]). Zf Ui E Cj and ui E C, are two A-vertices (B-vertices 
resp.) with i #j, then UiUj $ E(G). 
By Lemma 2.1, A, B are both independent sets. 
Lemma 2.2 (Non-crossing edges lemma; Favaron et al. [2]). (1) Let ui E C,, Uj E C, 
be two A-vertices (B-vertices resp.) with i # j. For uny vertex v E ?![u+, u,:], ij 
VU; E E(G) then V-U~ $! E(G). 
(2) Let ai E A and 4 E B be such that i # j + 1. For any vertex v E ??[yi+l,xi], [f 
~4 E E(G) then v-ai $! E(G). 
Lemma 2.3 (Insertible vertices lemma). Let ai E A and b/ E B be such that i #j + 1. 
For any vertex VE ?f[xj+l, bi_l], if vb, EE(G) then vfai $ E(G). 
Proof. Otherwise, then xj+t ZV~EaiU+Zxixcx,+t is a hamiltonian cycle, a contradic- 
tion. 0 
Lemma 2.4 (Favaron et al. [2]). Suppose bj_laj E E(G). If v E C; is a B-vertex with 
i # j - 1 then vxj 6 E(G), and if v E Ci is an A-vertex with i #j + 1 then vxj 6 E(G). 
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose a& EE(G) for some i and j with if j + 1, and u, uf E Z[ai, 41, 
v, v+~ ?![~~,q~]. Then WEE(G) implies &vi 6 E(G); uv+ E E(G) implies u+v @ 
E(G). 
Proof. Suppose uv E E(G) and u+v+ E E(G), then 
Xj+l ZVU%~ibjEU+V+Zx~xoxj+~ 
is a longer cycle, a contradiction. Similarly we can prove u+v $ E(G). 0 
Under the condition G[X] is a clique, we have following two lemmas: 
Lemma 2.6. For any Ui E A (or bj E B), there exists a vertex y @ X such that [ai, y] + 
x0 (Or [bj, VI +x0, rev. 1. 
Proof. Since aixa $ E(G), we have [at, y] 4x0 or [xo, y] ---) ai for some y. But [x0, y] -+ 
ai is impossible since otherwise Xi and y dominate all other vertices, which contradicts 
that y = 3. Thus we have [ai, y] --+x0. Obviously, y cf X. 0 
Lemma 2.7. If aib E E(G) for some i and j with i #j + 1 and i fj. Then N(bi_1) n 
{~i+l~~i+2~~~~ 2 aj} = 8, where the subscripts are taken module 6. 
Proof. Suppose ~1 E N(bi_1) n {ai+l, ai+2,. . , aj}. Then 
+ * + 
bi-lal C bjai CxIxixoxj+l C bi_1 
is a hamiltonian cycle, a contradiction. 0 
In the proof of the theorem, we treat the cases 6 = 2 and 6 > 3 separately. 
I. 6 = 2. 
Claim 1.1. ICilb2 for i= 1,2. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary and V(Ci ) = ai without loss of generality. Then x2z 
~1x0~2 is also a longest cycle and thus d(al)=2 by (1). So E(C,, Cl) = 0, which 
contradicts Theorem A. 0 
Claim 1.2. [Gil 23 for i= 1,2. 
Proof. Suppose the claim is false and assume that without loss of generality [Cl 1 = 2. 
Then ICzl> 3 (otherwise {x1,x2} dominates all other vertices which contradicts y = 3). 
If azbl E E(G), since a2blx2xoxlb2Ea2 is a cycle as long as C, by the choice of C, 
we have d(al) = 6, which contradicts Theorem 1.5 and thus we have azbl q! E(G). 
Similarly we can get albz 4 E(G). 
If a2b2 E E(G), by Theorem A, E(C,, C,) # 0, we may suppose without loss of 
generality that N(bl ) n C2 # 8. Let u E ?![a~, b2] be the first vertex according to the 
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orientation such that ubi E_!?(G). Then by Lemma 2.2, u-bZ,u-al @E(G); by 
Lemma 2.5 u-q q! E(G). Since a162 $ E(G), we have [ai,xz] 4 b2 or [b2,x2] ---f al. 
In both cases U- cannot be dominated, a contradiction. Thus a2bz @ E(G). 
Since azbz $4 E(G), we have [az,xz] ----f b2 or [bz,xl] +a~. Without loss of generality 
we may suppose [az,xz] ---f b2. Hence x262 $! E(G), x2ul E E(G). So IC21>4, otherwise 
if IC2i = 3, {x2,b2} d ominates all other vertices, in contradiction with y = 3. 
Since ~1~2 @E(G), we have [Q,x] +ai or [ai,xi] +a~. The former case is impos- 
sible since x EX C N(ai ). So [ai,xi] 4 a2, which implies ~2x1 $! E(G). 
We will prove that Cz\{a2,b2} cN(al). Otherwise let u E C~\{Q, b2) be such that 
ual @E(G). Then we have [u,x] --j al or [ai,x] + u for some x EX. The former case 
is impossible since x EX C N(ai ). In the latter case, if x =x1 then u2 cannot be dom- 
inated; if x=x2 then b2 cannot be dominated. Hence we have C~\{az, b2) C N(al). 
Since IC2la4, and xixsx2a2a~uiu2 +2z1;)x1 is a cycle as long as C, we have d(bl ) = 2, 
which contradicts Theorem 1.5. Hence the claim holds. 0 
We define p = IE({ al,a2},{bl,b2})l. Obviously ~64, moreover we have ~31, 
otherwise {x0, aI, a2, bl, b2) is independent which contradicts c( = 4. 
Claim 1.3. {al bz,azb,} g E(G). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e., alb2 E E(G) and a261 E E(G). Then by Lemma 2.4, 
~2x1, b2x2 $! E(G). Let u E Ci such that u 4 N(b2) but C[xi, u-1 C N(bz), and u E Cl 
such that 2; @N(bl) but C[X~,U-] cN(bl). Then uu e E(G), otherwise uo?!b~u-~ 
xlxox2???u-b1 zu is a hamiltonian cycle. Without loss of generality, we may suppose 
that there exists a vertex x such that [u,x] + v. Obviously x E X to dominate x0. Addi- 
tionally, uu2 q! E(G), otherwise xlxox2~ua2?bzu-~xl is a hamiltonian cycle. So if 
x = XI, then a2 cannot be dominated; while if x =x2, then b2 cannot be dominated, a 
contradiction. 0 
By this claim, we have p<3. 
Claim 1.4. p d 2. 
Proof. If, on the contrary, p= 3, by Claim I.3 we may suppose without loss of gen- 
erality that a2b1 @E(G). Thus [a2,xi] + bl or [bl,xl] +a~. In the former case since 
albl E E(G) and by Lemma 2.2, b,a2 @E(G), thus b,xl rE(G). But b,xlxo_q~bza~ 
??b, is a cycle as long as C, and d(bl ) = 3 > d(xc) = 2, contradicting the choice of 
x0. In the latter case we can similarly get a contradiction. 0 
Motivated by Claims I.3 and 1.4, we consider the following cases. 
Case 1.i: albl,a2bl EE(G); alb2,a2b2 @E(G). Since azb2 &F(G), we have 
[Q,x~] +b2 or [bz,xl] +Q. Because alx2 @E(G) by Lemma 2.4 and 41~2 @E(G), 
the former case is impossible. So [bz,xl] ---f a2 and thus x1 bl E E(G). 
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Since albz $&Z(G), we have [al,xz]-+b~ or [b2,x++al. By Lemma 2.2 b2af $! 
E(G); by d(al ) 3 3 we have x2aT @ E(G), for otherwise xzat zbl az?!x1xox2 is a cycle 
as long as C. Hence [b2,x2] + al is impossible because a? cannot be dominated. Thus 
we have [al,x2]-+b2, consequently b; ~N(ai)UN(x2). If b;al GE(G), since b;a,z 
blxIx0x2-db; is a cycle as long as C, d(b2) = 2. If b,xz E E(G), since b,xzxoxl ??blaz 
??b; is a cycle as long as C, we also have d(b2) = 2. In both cases we get a contra- 
diction with Theorem 1.5. 
For the case al b2, azb2 E E(G); al bl, al 62 $i E(G), symmetrically to Case Ii, we can 
get a contradiction. 
Case I.ii: aibi,a& EE(G); aib2, &I 6 E(G). Since ~1x0 $ E(G), by 
Lemma 2.6, there exists a vertex y such that [al,y] +x0. Since albz,ala2 6 E(G), 
we have yb2, ya2 E E(G). 
If y E Cl, then y# 6, since yb2,albl E E(G). By Lemma 2.3, yb2 E E(G) implies 
y+a2,y+xi @E(G); ya2 E E(G) implies y+x2 $ E(G). By Lemma 2.2, y+al CfE(G). 
Thus N(y+) n { x1,x2, al, a2) = 0. Since ala2 c$ E(G), there exists a vertex x E X such 
that [al,x]+a2 or [a2,x]+ai, but y+ cannot be dominated, a contradiction. Thus 
YEC2. 
We will prove Cl C N[ai]. Suppose the contrary, let u be the first vertex in E[bl, al] 
such that alu @E(G), then yu E E(G), and y # b, by Lemma 2.2(l). Then yfbl @E(G) 
since yb, E E(G); and y+xi $ E(G), otherwise yfxixox2~~-ai z)uyEazbzEy+ is a 
hamiltonian cycle; yfa2 $ E(G) by Lemma 2.1. Since azbl @‘E(G), we have 
[az,xr] + bl or [bl,xl] + ~2, neither of which dominates y+, So Ci cN[ai]. 
Similarly since ~2x0 @E(G), we have C2 C N[a2]. Thus E(C1, C2) = 0 by Lemma 2.2, 
which contradicts that G is l-tough. 
Case Liii: a162 E E(G); albl,azbl,u2b2 @E(G). Since albl @E(G), we have 
[al,xl] + bl or [bl,xZ] +a]. By Lemma 2.4, a2xi @E(G), thus the former case is 
impossible since a2 cannot be dominated. Thus [bl,xz] + al, consequently b2x2 E E(G). 
Since azb2 @E(G), we have [QX] -+ b2 or [b2,x] -a~. Since x EX cN(b2) the 
former case is impossible. In the latter case, x =x1, and so 61 cannot be dominated, a 
contradiction. 
For the case a2bl E E(G) and albl,alb2,a2b2 @E(G), we can similarly get a contra- 
diction. 
Case I.iv: albl E E(G), alb2,a2bl,a2b2 $E(G). Since a2b2 @E(G), we assume with- 
out loss of generality that [a2,x2] + b2, which implies x2at E E(G). Since ala:2 @E(G), 
we have [al,x] -+ a2 or [al,x] + al for x EX. Since XC N(al), [az,x] + al is impos- 
sible. Hence [ai,xt] + ~2, which implies a2xi @E(G). 
If atal $E(G), then [a~,x]+a~ or [ai,x] -+ a$ for some x E X. Since X C N(al ), 
the first case is impossible. In the second case, if x =x1 then a2 cannot be dominated, if 
x=x2 then b2 cannot be dominated. So we have aial E E(G). Since a:??xixsx2%ura: 
is a cycle as long as C, d(a2) = 2 which contradicts Theorem 1.5. 
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II. 633. 
Claim 1. There exists a maximum independent set of the form 
A U {XC,, b} for some b E B; 
OY 
B U (x0, a} for some a E A. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary; then 
N[ai] n B # 8 for each ai E A, 
N[b,] nA # 0 for each bj E B. 
We distinguish two cases. 
(3) 
Case 1. There exists a maximum independent set I such that A C I or B C I. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that A C 1. Noting that d(xo) = 6, we have x0 E I 
by Theorem C. So we may suppose I = A U (x0, u} for some u E V\( (x0) UX U A U B). 
Consider the independent set 
S=Z\{xo}=Au{u}. 
Since 6 > 3, by Lemma 1.2, we can get an ordering WI, ~2,. . , wg+l of the vertices 
of S and a set Y = {yi,y2,...,y~}cX such that 
Lwis Vi1 4 Wi+l, 1 bi<6. 
We have the following 
Claim 1.1. 
(0 {YI,Y~,...,Y~} =X; 
(ii) IN(s) nX\ >,6 - 1 for each s E S; 
(iii) Ifxj=yr, then IN(xi)nA(>6-2; otherwise ]N(.~)IIA~>& 1. 
(iv) a(bi-1 6 E(G) for 623. 
Proof. Since Y C N(xs) =X and noting that IYI = 1x1 - 6, (i) holds. 
By Lemma 1.3, Y\{yi}CN(wi); Y\{yk} =N(wk+l) for l<k66; S\{wt,w2}C: 
N(yi); S\{wk+l}CN(yk) for 2<k<6. So (ii), (iii) hold. 
For (iv), if 634, then by (iii) IN(q) n A( 26 - 282 for each xi E X, so x1 is 
adjacent to some aj # ai, hence by Lemma 2.4, a&l $! E(G). Next we will prove 
(iv) holds for 6 = 3. 
Suppose the contrary, then by (iii) ({azbl, ajbz, alb3) n E(G)1 = 1. Without loss of 
generality, we assume alb3 E E(G) and azbl,a3bz $! E(G). By (iii) XI = yi. 
If al = WI, i.e. [al,xl] 4 ~2. Since ala2,ala3,xla2,xla3 $! E(G), {al,xl} does not 
dominate (a2, as}, a contradiction. 
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If a2 = wl, i.e. [a2,xi] --+ ~2. Noting that bia:! and bixi $ E(G), by Lemma 2.4, we 
have bi = ~2. Hence {q,us} = {ws,wq} and thus xia3 E E(G), contradicting Lemma 
2.4. 
If a3 = wi, i.e. [q,xi] + ~2. Noting that b2~3,b2~1 4 E(G), we have b2 = w2. 
Hence {ui,~} = {ws,wq} and thus xiu2 E E(G), contradicting Lemma 2.4. 
If u = WI, then {u~,Q,u~} = {w2,w3,w4}. SO ~1~2 E E(G) or ~1~3 E E(G), 
contradicting Lemma 2.4. 
Hence (iv) holds for 6 = 3. 0 
We define 
h= max{j - i / uibi EE(G),Q ??A,bj EB}, 
where the values of the subtraction are taken modulo 6. 
Claim 1.2. h = 0. 
Proof. If, on the contrary, h > 1. We may suppose without loss of generality that 
aibh+t E E(G). 
Then by Claim l.l(iv), when 6 23 we have xi #xh+2. Thus by Lemma 2.2 
Q+IX~ e&G), ufi+1x/z+2 $E(G) 
So JN(uh+l) flX( <6 - 2, in contradiction with Claim l.l(ii). 0 
Claim 1.3. Ci\{ui,bi} sN(ui)nN(bi), 1 <i<6. 
Proof. By (3) and Claim 1.2, we have uibi E E(G), 1 di 66. Without loss of generality 
we suppose that 
wbi @E(G) 
and 
CI [al, w-1 C N(h ) 
for some w E Ci . Then B U {w} is independent and 
Ci\{bi} cN(bi) for 2<i<6 (4) 
(otherwise, let z E Ci\{bi} b e a vertex such that zbi $E( G) but Z[ai,z-] n N(bi) = 8, 
clearly z # ui since uibi E E(G); then B U { z } is independent; moreover zw $!E( G) by 
Lemma 2.1, hence B U {w,z} is independent and CL 2 6 + 3 which contradicts that CI = 
6 + 2). 
Since blxo $E(G), we have [bl,y] -+x0 for some vertex y$X by Lemma 2.6. 
From blu2 6 E(G) we have y @A\(Q), otherwise a2 cannot be dominated. Further- 
more, y # u2 for otherwise [bl, a~] +x0 implies u2bs E E(G), which contradicts h = 0 
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when 6 33. On the other hand, y @ UF=2(Ci\{ai,bi}), otherwise B cannot be domi- 
nated by (4) and Lemma 2.2. Hence ye Ct\{a~,bt}. Since bla2,btb8 @E(G) we have 
yaz EE(G) and yb, EE(G). Since ya2,atbt E_!?(G), by Lemma 2.2, y#b;. 
Let At =AU{y+}. By Lemma 2.2, At\{uz} 1s independent; since yb6 E E(G), by 
Lemma 2.3, u2yf #E(G). So AI is independent, and thus we can get an ordering of 
the vertices of Al and a set Y. Since 623, by Lemma 1.2, Y LX, and consequently 
]N(y+)nXl>& 1 by Claim l.l(ii), which implies y+xt E E(G) or yfx2 EE(G). But 
either y+xl E E(G) or y+x2 E E(G) contradicts Lemma 2.5. 
Hence C’i\{ai, bi} C N(bi), 1 <i66. Similarly, we can get Ci\{a;, bi} C N(ui), 1 < 
id& 0 
By Lemma 2.2 and Claim 1.2, we have E(Ci, Cj) = 8, 1 <i # j < 6, which contradicts 
Theorem A. 
Case 2: For each maximum independent set I, A gZ and B g I. Under the condition 
A g I and B g I, we have the following: 
Claim 1.4. (i) IJ’v E CL is an A-vertex, then all the vertices of ??[ui, v] are A-vertices. 
If N(ui) n Ci-1 # 8, then uibi-1 E E(G). 
(ii) Zf v E C, is u B-vertex, then all the vertices of ??[v, b;] are B-vertices. !f 
N(bi) n Ci+, # 0, then ui+lbi E E(G). 
Proof. We only prove (i) by contradiction, and (ii) is similar. Assume y is the last 
vertex in ?![a+, v+] which is not adjacent to ui (obviously yf ~+,a+ and y is an 
A-vertex). Then by Lemma 2.1, A U (x0, y} is a maximum independent set of 6 + 2 
elements containing A, a contradiction. 
Suppose uibi-1 @E(G), and let y be the last vertex of ?!_I which is adjacent to 
ai. The vertex y’ is not adjacent to any vertex aj for jf i by Lemma 2.2. There- 
fore, A U {y+,x~} is a maxmum independent set of 6 + 2 vertices containing A, a 
contradiction. 0 
Considering the independent set A, by Lemma 1.2, we get an ordering WI, ~2, . , wcj 
of the vertices of A and a set Y = {yt,y2,...,y~_1}C:X such that [wk,yk] + wk+l 
for 1 <k < 6 - 1. Without loss of generality we assume {XI } =X\Y(A). 
Claim 1.5. ui+lbi $E(G)for l<i<6 - 1. 
Proof. If 624, then for each xi ??X\{xt}, IN(xi) nAl>2, and we can argue just as 
in the proof of Claim l.l(iv). Now we consider the case when 6 = 3. Suppose the 
contrary and assume, without loss of generality that yt = x2, y2 = x3. 
Let P= I(~2b~,~3b2,~lb3}~E(G)l; we will show that if p 2 2, then p = 3. Assume 
without loss of generality that at b3, uzbl E E(G) and u3b2 $ E(G). Then there exists 
some x ??X\{xs} such that [QX] + b2 or [bz,x] + ~3. The former case is impossible, 
since by Lemma 3.4, {us,xt} does not dominate u2 and {u~,xz} does not dominate at. 
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Similarly the second case is impossible. Hence a362 E E(G) and thus p = 3. (This proof 
is due to [3].) 
If a3bz EE(G), then by Lemma 2.4, alx3,a2.q @E(G), but x3w1 E-E(G), so a3 = 
wl. Noting that x2w2 @E(G), which implies a2 # ~2, we get the ordering of A that is 
a3,al,a2. Since [al,x3]+a2 and b3x3$E(G) by Lemma 2.4, albsEE(G). So pa2 
and thus p= 3. Since [a3,x2] + al and bq2 $E(G) by Lemma 2.4, a3b3 E-E(G). Hence 
C3\{a3,b3}~N(a3)nN(b3) by Claim 1.4. By Lemma 2.2, C3\{a3,b3}nN(al)=(d, 
and by Lemma 2.4, Cj\{a3,b3} nN(xx)=@ Noting that [al,xs]+az, we have 
C3\{a3, b3) = 0, i.e., C3 = (a3, b3}, but which contradicts Lemma 2.3. 
If a3b2 $/T(G), then azbl EE(G), so x2al,x2b3,x2a3,x2b2 @E(G) by Lemma 2.4, 
and a2 = w3. If a3 = ~1, i.e. [x2, a3] 3 al, b2 cannot be dominated. So al = ~1, that 
is, the ordering of A is al, a3, a2. Since [al,x2] --f a3 and b3x2 6 E(G) by Lemma 2.4, 
alb3 E&G). So p=3, contradicting a3bz @E(G). ??
Since alxo $c’E(G), by Lemma 2.6, there exists some y $X such that 
[al,yl+xo. 
Claim 1.6. y E CS, hence lCb[ 22. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that y E Ck for some k <6 - 1. Then ak+i #al and 
since [al, y] 3x0, we have yak+1 E E(G). By Claim 1.4, @++I bk E E( G), which con- 
tradicts Claim 1.5. 0 
Claim 1.7. albs_1 @E(G). 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that albs_1 E E(G). By Claim 1.5, we have asbs-1 # 
E(G). By Lemma 2.7, {bl,b2 ,..., bS_2) nN(as) = 0. So we have asbs E E(G) by (3). 
Thus by Claim 1.4 we have 
Since y E Ch by Claim 1.6, if y E Ca\{b&} then a2 cannot be dominated by Lemma 2.2, 
so we have y= bs, i.e., [al,bd]-+xo, thus bsas-1 E,!?(G), which, along with albs-1 E 
E(G), contradicts Lemma 2.7. ??
By the fact [al, y]-+xo and Claim 1.7, yb,_, EE(G) and thus asbs_1 M(G) by 
Claim 1.4, which contradicts Claim 1.5. 
The proof of Claim 1 is completed. ??
By Claim 1, noting that A #B, we may assume without loss of generality that bl #A 
and A U {bl,xo} is a maximum independent set. Let Al =A U {bl}. 
Obviously IAl 13 4. So by Lemma 1.1 we get an ordering wi, ~2,. . . , wg+l and a set 
Y = {yi, ~2,. . . , ~6). By Lemma 1.2, Y C N(xe) = X. Since 1 Y 1 = 6 = 1x1, we have 
Y=X. 
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Since brxo @E(G), by Lemma 2.6, there exists a vertex y $X such that 
[h,Yl +x0. 
Since 6 2 3 and Al, B are both independent sets, y #A U B. Thus 
Claim 2. YE Cl and hence YE Cl\{al,bl}. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, we will prove that {y’} U A 1 is independent. 
If YE C6, by (5) we have yb,,yat E E(G), thus y+ar, y+br $?‘E(G) by Lemma 2.3. 
Since yal E E(G), by Lemma 2.2, (A\{al}) nN(y+) = 0. 
If _yECk for some 2<k<6 - 1, by (5) y&e&G), hence y+bt@E(G) by 
Lemma 2.2, yfaa @E(G) by Lemma 2.3; by yu~ E E(G) and Lemma 2.2, (A\{ab}) n 
iv(y+) = 0. 
Thus in both cases {y’} UA, is independent. Obviously y+ $X, hence {JJ+,x~} ~~4 I 
is independent, which contradicting that u < 6 + 2. ??
Claim 3. y # 6, and thus ICI ( > 4. 
Proof. If y = b,, since yb, E E(G) by (5), ybs&2xoxI ??y is a cycle as long as C, so 
d(bl) = 6 by the choice of C, which contradicts Theorem 1.5. 0 
Claim 4. y # uf and hence 1 CI 13 5. 
Proof. If y=u;, since yu6 E E(G) by (5), yu~&1xoxg~y is a cycle as long as C, 
so d(ul) = 6, which contradicts Theorem 1.5. Cl 
Let A2 = { y+} U A and B2 = {y- } U B. 
Obviously A2 and B2 are both independent sets. Hence by Lemma 1.1 we can get 
an ordering UI,UZ,..., ua+t of the vertices of A2 and a set Z = {zr ,z2,. . . ,zd} such that 
[Uk,zk] --t Uk+l for 1 <k<a. 
Claim 5. A $i N(x) for any x E X. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists some X E X such that A C N(f). Let 
X = y, for some t E { 1,2,, . . ,6}, then we have [wt,z] + +++I. Since A C N(f). We 
have wl+t = bl, and hence wt E A. Since AZ is an independent set, xy+ E E. 
On the other hand, consider AZ in the similar way, suppose X = z, for some s E 
{1,2 ,..., S}, then [us,?] --) u,+r . Since A C N(F), we have U,+I = y+, and thus Xy+ $! 
E(G), a contradiction. ??
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Similarly we can get the following: 
Claim 6. B g N(x) for any x E X. 
Claim 7. yfy- @‘E(G). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary; then yui ~y-y+&~.xsxi Eazy is a cycle longer than C, 
a contradiction. ??
Since y+y- @E(G), there exists a vertex z such that [y+,z] ---f y- or [y-,z] ---f y+. 
In order to dominate XO,Z E X. If [y+,z] + y-, then A C N(y) since AZ is independent 
and y- # at by Claim 4, which contradicts Claim 5; If [y-,z] -+ y+, then B C N(y) 
since B2 is independent and y+ # bl by Claim 3 which contradicts Claim 6. 
Thus the proof is completed. 0 
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